Then, the tool gnuplot [7] is need, which you can download from (Version4.6.5): https://sourceforge.net/projects/gnuplot/files/gnuplot/4.6.5/gp465-win32.zip/download After installed the gnuplot, the Python package Numpy [8], SciPy [9] , and matplotlib [10] should be downloaded from here:
Introduction
The BioSeq-Analysis is a platform for DNA, RNA and protein sequence analysis based on machine learning approaches, which can automatically implement the main procedures for constructing a predictor based on machine learning techniques, including feature extraction, parameter optimization, model training and performance evaluation. In the feature extraction step, totally 56 modes were provided for users, of which 20 for DNA sequences, 14 for RNA sequences and 22 for protein sequences. In the predictor construction step, four machine learning algorithms are available: support vector machine (SVM) [1] , random forest (RF) [2, 3] , Optimized Evidence-Theoretic K-Nearest Neighbor (OET-KNN) [4] , and covariance discriminant algorithm [5] . In order to handle large dataset, the stand-alone package of BioSeq-Analysis is given. More details will be introduced in the following parts of the manual.
Installation
The BioSeq-Analysis package can be run on Linux (64-bit) and Windows (64-bit) operating system. The full package and documents of BioSeq-Analysis are available at http://bioinformatics.hitsz.edu.cn/BioSeq-Analysis/download.
For Windows
The Windows 7 or later versions are supported. Before using BioSeq-Analysis, the Python software should be first installed and configured. Python 2.7 64-bit is recommended, which can be downloaded from https://www.python.org. The next step is the installation and configuration of LIBSVM [6] , which you can download from (Version 3.22, December 2016) https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/#download Then extract the package to BioSeq-Analysis as a folder named libsvm. After un-zip the downloaded package, make sure that the "libsvm.dll" is available in the directory "..\libsvm\windows", and then put the file "__init__.pyc" and "checkdata.pyc" which is in the directory "..\ supplement" into the folder" ..\libsvm ". Next, put the "__init__.pyc" and "plotroc.pyc" which is in the ".. \ supplement" into the directory "..\libsvm\python". 
Function description

Directory structure
In this modified version, we used file " *.pyc " to replace file " *.py ", but their function is not changed. The main directory contains several Python files and folders. "nac.pyc", "acc.pyc", "pse.pyc", "sc.pyc", "profile.pyc", "ps.pyc" and "feature.pyc" are seven executive Python scripts used for generating feature vectors based on the input sequence files and the selected feature extraction methods. "train.pyc" and "predict.pyc" are two executive scripts used for doing the analysis. "analysiss.pyc" is an executive Python scripts used for achieving the one-stop function. "ensemble.pyc" is used for ensemble learning based on the models generated by "train.pyc" or "analysiss.pyc". "optimization.pyc" is used for evaluating the performance of all the predictors generated by BioSeq-Analysis so as to help the users to find the best predictor for a specific biological sequence analysis task. The details of their functions will be introduced in the following sections. "const.pyc" contains the constants used in the scripts. "util.pyc" provides the useful functions used in the scripts and "util_sc.pyc" provides some specific functions used for "sc.pyc". "rf_method.pyc" contains the train methods of random forest. "rf_predict.pyc" contains the predict methods of random forest. "libsvm" folder contains the LIBSVM package. The tool for drawing ROC curve is in the "gnuplot" folder. "acc_pssm" folder contains the tools used for ACC-PSSM, AC-PSSM and CC-PSSM methods. "pdt" folder contains the tools used for PDT and PDT-Profile methods. "psiblast" folder contains the tools used for generating frequency profiles of protein sequences. "docs" folder contains the related documents of BioSeq-Analysis. In "data" folder, there are four subfolders: "example" folder contains the dataset files used in the example; "final_results" folder is used for storing the generated model file while the "gen_files" folder is used for storing the generated data files in the parameter selection process. The other files in the "data" folder are used for feature extraction methods. Modifications of these files are not suggested.
Feature extraction
Scripts
"nac.pyc", "acc.pyc", "pse.pyc", "sc.pyc", "profile.pyc", "ps.pyc" and "feature.pyc". There are seven executive Python scripts used for generating feature vectors based on the input sequence files and the selected feature extraction methods. The "nac.pyc" is used for calculating the modes in the category nucleic acid composition or amino acid composition; the "acc.pyc" is used for calculating the modes in autocorrelation category. The "pse.pyc" is used for calculating the modes in the category pseudo nucleotide composition or pseudo amino acid composition. The "sc.pyc" is used for calculating the modes in predicted structure composition category. The "profile.pyc" is used for calculating the modes in profile-based features category. The "ps.pyc" is used for calculating the modes in predicted structure features category. The "feature.pyc" is used for calculating multiple modes in the six categories and achieving linear splicing for the feature vectors.
Input and output
The input file for "nac.pyc", "acc.pyc", "pse.pyc", "profile.pyc", "ps.pyc" and "feature.pyc" should be in a valid FASTA format that consists of a single initial line beginning with a greater-than symbol (">") in the first column, followed by lines of sequence data. The words right after the ">" symbol in the single initial line are optional 5 and only used for the purpose of identification and description. For "sc.pyc", the input file should be in a valid FASTA format with the secondary structure as follows :  >example  GCAUCCGGGUUGAGGUAGUAGGUUGUAUGGUUUAGAGUUACACCCUGGG  AGUUAACUGUACAACCUUCUAGCUUUCCUUGGAGC  ((.((((((..(((.(((.(((((((((((((..((.( ..((...) )..).))))))))))))))).))).)))..)))))))) (-31.60) For "feature.pyc", the input file should be in a valid FASTA format if the methods used in "sc.pyc", and if the methods used in "nac.pyc", "acc.pyc", "pse.pyc", "profile.pyc" or "ps.pyc", the input file should be in a valid FASTA format with the secondary structure.
The output file formats support three choices that are suitable for downstream computational analyses, such as machine learning. The first and the default choice is the tab format. In this format, all data is separated by TABs. The second one is the LIBSVM's sparse data format. For this format, each line contains an instance and is ended by a '\n' character, like <label> <index1>:<value1> <index2>:<value2> ... . The <label> is a category label of the sequence. The pair <index>:<value> gives a feature (attribute) value: <index> is an integer starting from 1 and <value> is a real number. The third output format is the csv format. This format is similar to the tab format. The only difference is the separation characters between data are commas.
Physicochemical Properties Selection
The Physicochemical Properties Selection file is a text file that contains a list of property names used for generating the modes in categories: autocorrelation, pseudo nucleotide composition/ pseudo amino acid composition. For example, if you want to use the "Rise", "Tilt" and "Shift" of DNA dinucleotide for calculating, the Physicochemical Properties Selection file should be written as follows: Rise Tilt Shift After saving this file as "propChosen.txt" and specifying it using the command "-i propChosen.txt", or just "I propChosen.txt", the above three properties will be used in calculations. Meanwhile, you can also use the command "-a True" to select all the built-in physicochemical properties for the corresponding sequence type, which can be selected by using parameter DNA, RNA or PROTEIN. The complete lists of physicochemical properties for DNA, RNA and protein sequences used in the stand-alone program are provided in Table 4 -12.
User-defined Physicochemical Properties
In the user-defined physicochemical index files, each index should be represented in three lines. The first line must start with a greater-than symbol (">") in the first column. The words right after the ">" symbol in the single initial line are optional and only used for the purpose of identification and description of the index. The second line lists the names of the sequence compositions (i.e. amino acids, nucleotides, dinucleotides, or trinucleotides, etc), which should be sorted in the alphabet order, such as 'A' 'C' ... 'AA' 'AC'. All the elements in this line should be separated by TAB. 6 The corresponding values of these sequence compositions are listed in the third line, which are separated by TAB. For example, if you defined a physicochemical property "user_property", the userdefined physicochemical index file should be written as follows:
> user_property A 0.21 C … AA AC … 0.12 … 0.37 0.15 … After saving this file as "user_defined.txt" and specifying it using the command "-e user_defined.txt", or just "E user_defined.txt", the properties defined by user will be used in calculations.
Classifier construction
The classifier construction part includes five main scripts: "train.pyc", "predict.pyc", "analysis.pyc", "ensemble.pyc" and "optimization.pyc".
train.pyc Basic functions
The "train.pyc" is used for training predictors and evaluating their performance based on the input benchmark datasets. Both binary classification and multiclass classification are supported. There are three main processes of "train.pyc", including parameter selection, model training and cross validation. In the parameter selection process, the parameters of machine learning algorithm, SVM or RF are optimized on the validation sets. In this process, the multiprocessing technique is employed to significantly reduce the computational cost. In the model training process, SVM or RF is employed to train the prediction models. Finally, in the cross validation process, the performance of the constructed predictors is evaluated by k-fold cross-validation, jackknife or independent dataset test which can be selected by users. For more details of these three processes, please refer to the "Methods description" section.
Input and output
The input files of "train.pyc" are at least two files of feature vectors in LIBSVM format or CSV format generated by the feature extraction methods in "nac.pyc", "acc.pyc", "pse.pyc" , "sc.pyc" and "feature.pyc". For binary classification problem, two files need to be input, storing the positive samples and the negative samples, respectively. For multiclass classification, at least three files are needed. 
Basic functions
The "predict.pyc" predicts the unseen samples independent from the benchmark dataset based on the trained model generated by using "train.pyc". For binary classification, the performance of the constructed predictors is evaluated by five common performance measures, and the corresponding ROC curves can also be generated. For multiclass classification, only one measure is calculated. For more information of these functions, please refer to the "Methods description" section.
Input and output
The input file of "predict.pyc" is an independent file of feature vectors in LIBSVM format or CSV format generated by feature extraction methods. If the label information of the samples is available, the performance measures of the predictors will be calculated based on the predicted labels and the input real labels, otherwise, the performance will not be evaluated. One label should be listed in each line in the label file, for example:
The output of "predict.pyc" is a file containing the predicted labels in the same format as the input label file.
analysiss.pyc Basic functions
The "analysiss.pyc" is the core executable file for the BioSeq-Analysis standalone package. Its main role is training predictors and evaluating their performance based on the input benchmark datasets, and achieving parameter optimization at the same time.
Both binary classification and multiclass classification are supported. There are five main processes of "analysiss.pyc", including parameter selection, combination of the features, model training, cross validation and prediction on the independent dataset. In process of the parameter selection, the parameters of feature extraction and machine learning are optimized on the validation sets. In this process, the multiprocessing technique is employed to significantly reduce the computational cost. In the process of combination of the features, the feature vectors will be achieved linear splicing. In the process of model training, the LIBSVM package or "rf_method.pyc" is employed to train the prediction models. Then, in the process of cross validation, the performance of the constructed predictors is evaluated by k-fold cross-validation, jackknife or independent dataset test which can be selected by users. Finally, in the process of prediction on the independent dataset, the unseen samples independent from the benchmark dataset will be predicted based on the trained model generated before. For binary classification, the performance of the constructed predictors is evaluated by five common performance measures, and the corresponding ROC curves can also be generated. For multiclass classification, only one measure is calculated. For more details of these three processes, please refer to the "Methods description" section.
Input and output
The input files of "analysiss. When there is an independent dataset, if the label information of the samples is available, the performance measures of the predictors will be calculated based on the predicted labels and the input real labels, otherwise, the performance will not be evaluated. One label should be listed in each line in the label file, for example:
If there has independent dataset, the output of "analysiss.pyc" will have a file containing the predicted labels in the same format as the input label file.
ensemble.pyc
Basic functions
The "ensemble.pyc" is used for ensemble learning based on the models generated by "train.pyc" or "analysiss.pyc". Both binary classification and multiclass classification are supported. The weight of every model can be specified by users. Default values are 1.0. The strategy of prediction is weighted voting.
Input and output
The input file should be in tab format which can be generated by the scripts for feature extraction. The format of label file should be the same as that of "predict.pyc". The input model files are those generated by "train.pyc" or "analysis.pyc". For binary classification, four measures, including the accuracy (ACC), Mathew's Correlation Coefficient (MCC), sensitivity (Sn), and specificity (Sp) are used for performance evaluation. For multiclass classification, only ACC is calculated. The values of the measures will be printed on the screen.
optimization.pyc Basic functions
The "ensemble.pyc" is used for batch processing. This scrip is used for evaluating the performance of all the predictors generated by BioSeq-Analysis so as to help the users to find the best predictor for a specific biological sequence analysis task.
Input and output
The input file should be in fasta format. The parameters are similar with those in "analysiss.pyc".
Commands
"nac.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "nac.pyc": Required description inputfiles
The input files in FASTA format. More than one file could be input.
{DNA, RNA, Protein}
The sequence type. The output format (default = tab). tab --Simple format, delimited by TAB. svm --The LIBSVM training data format. csv --The format that can be loaded into a spreadsheet program.
-labels
The libSVM output file label. If the argument "-f " is set as "svm", this argument is required. And the number of labels should be the same as that of the input files. For binary classification problem, the labels should be '+1' or '-1'; For multiclass classification problem, the labels can be set as integers. 
"acc.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "acc.pyc":
Required description inputfiles
{DNA, RNA, Protein}
The sequence type.
method The method name.
Optional description -h, --help
Show this help message and exit. -out
The output files used for storing results. The number of output files should be the same as that of input files.
The value of lag.
The index file user chosen.
The user-defined index file. -all_index Choose all physicochemical indices. -no_all_index Do not choose all physicochemical indices, default. -f {tab, svm, csv}
The output format (default = tab). tab --Simple format, delimited by TAB. svm --The LIBSVM training data format. csv --The format that can be loaded into a spreadsheet program.
-labels
The libSVM output file label. If the argument "-f " is set as "svm", this argument is required. And the number of labels should be the same as that of the input files. For binary classification problem, the labels should be '+1' or '-1'; For multiclass classification problem, the labels can be set as integers.
-lamada
The value of lamada. Only for MAC, GAC, NMBAC methods (default=1).
-oli
Choose one kind of Oligonucleotide: 0 represents dinucleotide, default; 1 represents trinucleotide.
-sp {over, under, none}
Balance the unbalanced data, default value is none. Over is oversampling technique. Under is under sampling technique.
"pse.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "pse.pyc":
{DNA, RNA, Protein}
Optional description -h, --help
-lamada
The value of lamada (default=2).
The value of weight (default=0.1).
The value of kmer, it works only with PseKNC method.
The user-defined index file, this parameter only needs to be set for PC-PseDNC-General, PC-PseTNC-General, SC-
Choose all physicochemical indices. -no_all_index Do not choose all physicochemical indices, default. -f {tab, svm, csv}
-labels
The libSVM output file label. If the argument "-f " is set as "svm", this argument is required. And the number of labels should be the same as that of the input files. For binary classification problem, the labels should be '+1' or '-1'; For multiclass classification problem, the labels can be set as integers. -sp {over, under, none} Balance the unbalanced data, default value is none. Over is oversampling technique. Under is under sampling technique.
"sc.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "sc.pyc":
{DNA, RNA, Protein} The sequence type.
Optional description -h, --help
The output files used for storing results. The number of output files should be the same as that of input files. -k K The number of k adjacent structure statuses (default=2). It works only with PseSSC method. -n N The maximum distance between structure statuses (default=0). It works only with PseDPC method. -r R The value of lambda, represents the highest counted rank (or tier) of the structural correlation along a RNA chain (default=2). -w W The weight factor used to adjust the effect of the correlation factors (default=0.1).
-f {tab, svm, csv} The output format (default = tab). tab --Simple format, delimited by TAB. svm --The LIBSVM training data format. csv --The format that can be loaded into a spreadsheet program.
-labels
"profile.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "profile.pyc": Required description inputfiles
Optional description -h, --help Show this help message and exit. -out
-n N For Top-n-gram, PDT-Profile methods. The value of top-n-gram. The value cam only be 1, 2 or 3.
For PDT, PDT-Profile methods. The value of lamada (default=1). -max_dis For DT methods. The max distance value of residues (default = 3).
-lag LAG For ACC-PSSM, AC-PSSM and CC-PSSM methods.
The value of lag (default = 2).
-labels
-cpu CPU The maximum number of CPU cores used for multiprocessing in generating frequency profile. Default value is 1.
"ps.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "ps.pyc": Required description inputfiles
Optional description -h, --help Show this help message and exit. -out The output files used for storing results. The number of output files should be the same as that of input files. -f {tab, svm, csv}
-labels
-cpu CPU The maximum number of CPU cores used for multiprocessing in generating frequency profile. Default value is 1. -sp {over, under, none} Balance the unbalanced data, default value is none. Over is oversampling for the datasets. Under is under sampling for the datasets. The option of batch processing. 1 is batch processing, 0 is not. Default is 0.
"feature.pyc" usage
"train.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "train.pyc": required description files
The input files. If the algorithm is set as SVM, the format of files should be LIBSVM format; if the algorithm is set as rf, the format of files should be csv format; if the algorithm is set as oet_knn or cda, the format of files should be tab format. For binary classification, two files needed. For multiclass classification, at least three files needed.
The name of the trained SVM model. Only for svm and rf.
Optional description -h, --help Show this help message and exit. -p {ACC,MCC,AUC} The performance metric used for parameter selection.
Default value is "ACC". -v V The cross validation mode. n: (an integer larger than 0) n-fold cross validation. j: (character "j") jackknife cross validation. i: (character 'i') independent test set method.
-i_files The independent test dataset. If the parameter '-v' is specified as 'i', one or more independent test dataset files should be included. Default value is 0. -ml {svm, rf, oet_knn, cda}
The method of machine learning. svm is support vector machine; rf is random forest; oet_knn is Optimized Evidence-Theoretic KNN algorithm; cda is covariance discriminant algorithm. (default is svm)
-opt
If the algorithm is set as svm: 0: small range set c from -5 to 10, step is 2; g from -10 to 5, step is 2. 1: large range set c from -5 to 10, step is 1; g from -10 to 5, step is 1. If the algorithm is set as rf: 0: small range set number of trees from 100 to 600, step is 200. 1: large range set number of trees from 100 to 600, step is 100. If the algorithm is set as oet_knn: 0: small range set neighbors from 1 to 30, step is 2. 1: large range set neighbors from 1 to 30, step is 1. Default value is 0.
-b {0,1} Whether to train a SVC or SVR model for probability estimates, 0 or 1. Default value is 0. -cpu CPU
The maximum number of CPU cores used for multiprocessing during parameter selection process. Default value is 1.
-bp {1, 0} The option of batch processing. 1 is run batch processing, 0 is not. Default is 0.
"predict.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "predict.pyc": required description inputfiles
The input files in LIBSVM format.
-m M The name of the trained SVM model.
Show this help message and exit.
-labels LABELS The real label file. Optional.
-ml {svm, rf } The method of machine learning. rf is
The output file name listing the predicted labels. The default name is "output_labels.txt".
"ensemble.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "ensemble.pyc": required description inputfile
The input file in tab format.
-labels LABELS The real label file.
-classif The module files trained in train.py or analysis.py.
-w The weights of the classifiers. Default values are all 1.0.
"analysiss.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "analysiss.pyc": Required description inputfiles
{DNA, RNA, Protein}
-model The name of the trained model.
-method The method names. You can input several methods. The vector of each method implements linear merging. Up to 3 methods.
Optional description -h, --help
Show this help message and exit. -b{0, 1}
Whether to train a SVC or SVR model for probability estimates, 0 or 1.(default=0). For svm method.
-v
The cross validation mode. n: (an integer larger than 0) n-fold cross validation. j: (character "j") jackknife cross validation. i: (character 'i') independent test set method. -opt Set the range of parameters to be optimized. 0: For svm, small range set c from -5 to 10, step is 2; g from -10 to 5, step is 2. For random forest, trees from 100 to 600, step is 200. 1: large range set c from -5 to 10, step is 1; g from -10 to 5, step is 1. For random forest, trees from 100 to 600, step is 100. (default=0). -p {ACC,MCC,AUC} The performance metric used for parameter selection.
Default value is "ACC".
-i_files
The independent test dataset. If the parameter '-v' is specified as 'i', one or more independent test dataset files should be included.
-out
The output files used for storing results. 
-bp {1, 0}
The option of batch processing. 1 is batch processing, 0 is not. Default is 0.
"optimization.pyc" usage
Command line arguments for "optimization.pyc": Required description inputfiles
{DNA, RNA, Protein}
Optional description -h, --help
-v
The cross validation mode. n: (an integer larger than 0) n-fold cross validation. j: (character "j") jackknife cross validation. i: (character 'i') independent test set method. -opt Set the range of parameters to be optimized. 0: For svm, small range set c from -5 to 10, step is 2; g from -10 to 5, step is 2. For random forest, trees from 100 to 600, step is 200. 1: large range set c from -5 to 10, step is 1; g from -10 to 5, step is 1. For random forest, trees from 100 to 600, step is 100. (default=0).
-out
-cpu
The maximum number of CPU cores used for multiprocessing in generating frequency profile. (default=1).For Top-n-gram, PDT-Profile, DT, AC-PSSM, CC-PSSM, ACC-PSSM, PDT methods and the number of CPU cores used for multiprocessing during parameter selection process. (default=1). -ml { svm, rf, oet_knn, _cda } The method of machine learning. rf is Random Forest. Oet_knn is Optimized Evidence-Theoretic KNearest Neighbor. Cda is covariance discriminant algorithm (default is svm)
-labels
The libSVM output file label. If the argument "-f " is set as "svm", this argument is required. And the number of labels should be the same as that of the input files. For binary classification problem, the labels should be '+1' or '-1'. -sp {over, under, none} Balance the unbalanced data, default value is none. Over is oversampling technique. Under is under sampling technique.
-bp {1, 0}
The option of batch processing. 1 is batch processing, 0 is not. Default is 0. 
Example
Four examples of using BioSeq-Analysis to construct machine learning predictor for solving a specific task in bioinformatics are given.
Example of DNA
Reconstructing the predictor iDHS-EL for identification DNase I hypersensitive sites by fusing three different modes of pseudo nucleotide composition based on the benchmark dataset [20] by using BioSeq-Analysis. The benchmark dataset contains 280 positive samples and 737 negative samples. The benchmark dataset are available at here
In this example, the files "dna_pos.txt" and "dna_neg.txt" contain the positive dataset and negative dataset of the benchmark dataset, respectively. All these two files are available in the "/data/example" folder.
We can use a command to implement feature extraction and model training, while implementing optimization parameters.
python analysis.py ./data/example/dna_pos.txt ./data/example/dna_neg.txt DNAmethod Kmer Kmer PseDNC -ml rf -k 1 3 1 3 -lamada 1 3 -w 0.1 0. The optimal parameters for the dataset is: Trees = 500
Model training is in processing.. The generated ROC curve is shown in Fig. 1.   Fig .1 . The ROC curve of cross validation As shown in this example, the iDHS-EL can be easily constructed based on the benchmark dataset by using the script "analysis.py".
Example of RNA
Reconstructing the predictor iMcRNA-PseSSC for identification of real microRNA precursors based on the benchmark dataset [20] by using BioSeq-Analysis. The benchmark dataset contains 1612 positive samples and 1612 negative samples. The benchmark dataset are available at here.
In this example, the files "rna_pos_with_2rd_structure.txt" and "rna_neg_with_2rd_structure.txt" contain the positive dataset and negative dataset of the benchmark dataset, respectively. All these two files are available in the "/data/example" folder.
We can use a command to implement feature extraction and model training, while implementing optimization parameters. python analysis.py ./data/example/rna_pos_with_2rd_structure.txt ./data/example/ rna_neg_with_2rd_structure.txt RNA -method PseSSC -k 1 2 -r 5 6 -w 0.4 0.6 -ml svm -labels +1 -1 -model rna.model -opt 0 -v 5 -cpu 4
The output informations is as follows: The generated ROC curve is shown in Fig. 2.   Fig .2 . The ROC curve of cross validation As shown in this example, the iMcRNA-PseSSC can be easily constructed based on the benchmark dataset by using the script "analysis.py".
Example of protein
Reconstructing the predictor PseDNA-Pro for DNA binding protein identification based on the benchmark dataset [20] , and evaluating its performance on an independent dataset [21] by using BioSeq-Analysis. The benchmark dataset contains 525 positive samples and 550 negative samples. There are 93 positive samples and 93 negative samples in the independent dataset. The benchmark dataset and independent dataset are available at benchmark dataset and independent dataset, respectively.
In this example, the files "protein_pos.txt" and "protein_neg.txt" contain the positive dataset and negative dataset of the benchmark dataset, respectively. The samples of the independent dataset and their labels are stored in the files "protein_test.txt" and "labels.txt", respectively. All these four files are available in the "/data/example" folder.
We can use a command to implement feature extraction and model training, while implementing optimization parameters. The output informations is as follows: 
Methods description
Feature extraction
The BioSeq-Analysis stand-alone package is able to generate totally 56 different modes of pseudo components for DNA, RNA, and protein sequences, including 20 modes for DNA sequences (Table 1), 14 modes for RNA sequences ( Table 2) , and 22 modes for protein sequences ( Table 3 ). The detailed information of the 56 methods will be introduced in BioSeq-Analysis description document which can be downloaded from here: http://bioinformatics.hitsz.edu.cn/BioSeq-Analysis/doc/. For many biological sequence analysis tasks, the training sets are imbalanced. As a result, a predictor trained by a skewed dataset would inevitably lead to a bias consequence [22] . The oversampling and undersampling are widely used to minimize this bias consequence. For undersampling, some samples are randomly removed from the large class to make the number of samples in different classes the same. For the oversampling, some hypothetical samples are inserted into the small classes in order to make each class with equal number of samples. In BioSeq-Analysis, the SMOTE algorithm [23] were employed to generate the hypothetical samples for this purpose.
Parameter selection
In LIBSVM there are two parameters c and g which can determine the performance of the predictor. In Random Forest there is one parameter t which can determine the performance of the predictor. In OET-KNN, there is one parameter k which can determine the performance of the predictor. Each method of the 56 methods achieved in stand-alone package has respective parameters, such as the Kmer method has parameter "k". BioSeq-Analysis is able to automatically optimize these parameters based on the best performance on the validation set. Users can choose a range of the parameters for optimizing. For more information of the input format, please refer to "Commands" section. To improve the efficiency of this procedure, multiprocessing technique is applied, which significantly reduces the computational cost. One of the three performance measures, including Accuracy (ACC), Mathew's Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and Area Under roc Curve (AUC) can be used as the golden standard to optimize the parameters.
Predictor construction
In the model training process, this model is trained based on LIBSVM with RBF kernel, Random Forest, and two lazy learning algorithms: OET-KNN and Covariance Discriminant.
Cross validation
BioSeq-Analysis provides three types of cross validation options, including k-fold cross validation, jackknife (leave-one-out cross validation) and independent dataset test, which can be chosen by the argument "-v". Please refer to "Commands" section for more details. For binary classification, the performance of the predictor is measured by five common performance measures, including the accuracy (ACC), Mathew's Correlation Coefficient (MCC), Area Under roc Curve (AUC), sensitivity (Sn), and specificity (Sp). Furthermore, the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) [24] curve will also be generated and saved in a PNG file. For multiclass classification, only the performance measure of ACC is calculated since the other measures are not suitable for multiclass classification. Besides, if the parameter "-b" of libsvm is set or using the random forest, the prediction probability values will be output and save as a file, thus users can do further analysis with these data.
Sequence prediction
The "predict.py" is used to predict the unseen samples based on the model trained by using "train.py". The performance of the predictors can be further evaluated on the independent datasets. If the label information of the independent dataset is not available, the performance of the predictor will not be evaluated, and only the predicted labels are given. Otherwise, this script will output the predicted labels. For binary classification, the five performance measures (ACC, MCC, AUC, Sn, and Sp) will be calculated along with the corresponding ROC curve saved as a PNG file; for multiclass classification, only the performance measure ACC will be calculated.
Ensemble learning
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Hydrophobicity hydrophilicity mass Table 12 . The names of the 2 physicochemical indices for amino acids.
Hydrophobicity hydrophilicity
